
As a leading mentor, rainmaker, and speaker, Jason Ma helps shape both next-
generation leaders and the G20 private sector. Based in innovative Silicon Valley,
Ma is Founder, CEO, and Chief Mentor of ThreeEQ, a premier global business,
career, education, and personal success advisory firm that helps client companies,
institutions, and families succeed at next levels with pragmatic emotional, social,
and leadership intelligence (3EQ).
Ma is a sought-after speaker and masterclass leader. His speaking topics include
the future of work and education, leadership 3.0, international/Asia/China
business strategies and roadmaps in turbulent times, global geopolitics with
President Trump, digital transformation, impact investing, high-net-worth
family/parenting success, U.S. elite college admissions, and Generation Z. His
audiences range from Gen Zers to Millennials to parents to CEOs/executives to
family offices to government leaders and to billionaires.
In the business world, Ma is a well-connected CEO/board advisor and rainmaker.
Tech companies and family enterprises find Ma’s strategic advice and pragmatism
in global business and private equity dealmaking valuable in adding to their ROI,
revenue and profit growth, and rewarding exits. Additionally, as a pragmatic
executive coach, Ma privately coaches C-suite/senior executives in taking their
own successes and fulfillment to next levels.
Ma is a leading member of the B20, the voice of the private sector and an official,
integral part of the G20 process. The B20 recommends policies to the G20 Leaders
and governments, representing the global business community across all G20
member states and all economic sectors. Ma is also a Global Advisory Council
member for the World Chinese Economi...

Testimonials

Jason Ma

On behalf of The Asian Strategy & Leadership Institute (ASLI), I would like to
thank you for taking time to share your invaluable perspectives with the
participants at the 8th World Chinese Economic Summit 2016. Your participation
has indeed contributed significantly to the success of the Summit. We certainly
look forward to the privilege of working with you again in our future events. 

- Chairman, WCES and CEO, ASLI.

Jason Ma has proven to be an extremely astute company builder and a
respected global business leader. 

- Founder and former Chairman and CEO, BEA Systems, Inc. (acquired by Oracle for US$8.5
billion in 2008),.
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